
Good Morning Everyone. My name is Ellie Jones. Or as I like to refer to myself one of the best

members of the Jones family second to the one and only Grandma Janice of course, but don’t

worry I’m working on my cookie making skills. This morning we are here to celebrate the third

Sunday of Easter. Quite frankly I wasn’t aware that there was a third Sunday of Easter before I

started talking about youth sunday a couple weeks ago. You see growing up my family,

including myself, didn't really make it a priority to go to church. At first I didn’t really mind it. I

would complain about having to go to church, especially when we decided to go to the early

service. Overtime though I began to make a lot of friends around my age, and once I was a part

of the youth group I became more invested in coming to church every Sunday. Truthfully, I didn’t

really come to worship God. I completely disregarded a pretty major part of the church and

instead came for my own reasons. I once had someone ask me if I was super religious because

it seemed like I was always at church. That last part was true with Sunday services, Sunday

night summit, Wednesday night lives, and I believe we had started going to the coffeehouse by

then I would constantly be telling people that I had a church thing. But the other part wasn’t. I

have never considered myself to be someone who is super religious. I came to church so much

because I had just been lucky enough to find such great people and a great community at my

church. If someone would ask me this now though I’m not too sure that my answer would be

different. Between my doubts and disbeliefs and not being able to have as many conversations

with people about our faith, I haven’t really been invested in growing my relationship with God.

I’ve always struggled with my doubts about the Bible and God’s word. This first started when

Pastor CJ was still here and I got confused as to why God is referred to as the Father. My

grandma saw me write down a question about it in a children’s bulletin and she told Pastor CJ

so that he could talk to me about it. This isn’t necessarily something that goes against God’s

word, but it made me not want to listen to God’s word. It could have been that I saw God as just

this entity in the sky or the fact that we referred to God using the same word as the guy who told

me I had to take an afternoon nap, and couldn’t have ice cream for breakfast. And to be clear



this was my perspective at around seven to eight years old. Now my image of God has

changed, and I understand where the term father comes from, but truthfully I don’t like to refer to

God as a certain gender, and it went farther than just the term comparing God to my dad. I don’t

see God as human like, and assigning a term that implies gender does that just from my

perspective at least. Another time my doubts were evident, I was a bit older and was made to

question how strong my faith is. Now many of you know my grandparents that live here, but my

mother’s parents live in New York. We were visiting with them once, and attended a small

church. During the Sunday School lesson we went outside and the teacher drew a line in the

sand, and she asked us to cross it if we had fully welcomed Jesus into our life. Frankly, I didn’t

know what to do. At around ten years old, I didn’t know what it meant to have Jesus in control of

my life. I ended up standing where I was because I felt like my faith wasn’t good enough to

cross that line. Even now I still get scared when people talk about letting Jesus take the wheel. I

try to control my life as much as possible, so when I get advice from people to just trust in God, I

know that I should but it's the wording that makes me hesitant, and I think that I will just have to

personally work on that and to remember that God has a plan for each and everyone of us

including me. I have realized that some of these doubts and disbeliefs come from my own

comparisons. I have always strived to work hard, and get the best grades in school, but when it

came to church I felt like I didn’t know enough about the Bible or God to be considered a good

Presbyterian let alone super religious. I would compare myself to my friends that have

memorized certain scriptures or even my older brother who had also read more of the Bible than

I have. I believe he had read Revelation either before or during his confirmation year, and upon

finding this out I felt like I had fallen behind. As it turns out he had just read it because he

wanted to. What a strange kid. These comparisons though were detrimental to my faith. I used

them as an excuse to not grow my relationship with God. I never told myself this, but looking

back I feel like I would sometimes just avoid the Bible all together, so that I didn’t have to admit

that I had failed my own expectations. In this scripture Jesus calls us to believe despite these



doubts. He not only recognizes that the people were confused, but also recognizes that despite

their confusion they would still trust in him. I find this rather comforting. Knowing that I can

question the Bible at times and still be able to learn from it helps me feel called to pursue a

deeper relationship with God. Jesus helped open their eyes to the miracle that had occurred. He

does the same thing for us in the Bible. It is also explained how we should treat people. We are

taught to reach out to everyone with kindness. Part of being kind is to make sure you stay

open-minded with beliefs and ideas that you disagree with. I have a friend who grew up

attending a PCA church, but he told me once that he would want to come to one of our Sunday

services. I had a conversation with Linzi about the differences between our two denominations,

so that I would be able to talk to him about it. As it turns out he had also talked to his parents.

While we had this conversation about PCA versus PCUSA he did something that’s stuck with

me. Even though he was confused about, and doesn’t necessarily believe in our beliefs about

the girls, gays, and theys, he calmly discussed this with me. I found that quite admirable. He

could’ve straight out told me that the way my church runs is wrong or defend the way that he

thinks, but instead he just explained his perspective. He also told me that he would still want to

come by one Sunday despite our differences. I think that this is a great example of how people

should talk to each other about their opinions. Throughout the entire conversation I felt like my

opinions were respected. It can get tricky though when someone’s opinions purposely alienate a

group of people because of differences that they can’t control. At the end of the scripture Jesus

calls for everyone from all nations to hear his word and his promise. He emphasizes unity. It is

easy for people to focus on our differences even though we have much more in common. I have

learned this first hand as a twin. Gracie and I have grown up being compared to each other our

whole lives. When we were younger it would usually be to tell us apart. People would try to find

differences in our appearance and match it to who was who. According to our 8th grade science

teacher our eyebrows are different. As we have grown up though we have gotten more

questions about our intelligence, or who is sassier or meaner. These questions can be more



complicated to answer. For instance when people ask us who’s smarter I like to clarify that even

though I might be book smart, Gracie has better street smarts, and is much more creative than I

am. Apparently I can understand integrals in calculus and thermodynamics in chemistry, but ask

me to make something out of construction paper or to make a Thomas the Tank Engine Birthday

cake for someone’s 18th birthday then you’ve got the wrong twin. At the end of day though,

Gracie and I do have a lot in common, and so does everyone else too. My dad has emphasized

the importance of Jesus’s teachings as we have grown up. He says no matter what you believe

or doubt about God one should always try to treat everyone with kindness no matter who they

are. Jesus calls for us as Christians to spread the gospel, and part of spreading it is to act the

way he wanted us to. He wanted us to be kind, and respectful, and loving to not only those

around us but to everyone that we meet.


